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Allegiance 1x04 Promo "Chasing Ghosts" (HD)

Allegiance 1x04 "Chasing Ghosts" - A shocking discovery leaves Alex (Gavin Stenhouse) struggling to reconcile his theories with the evidence found at City Hall, and Sam (Kenneth Choi) encourages him to keep looking for clues. Meanwhile, Mark (Scott Cohen) and Katya (Hope Davis) must answer for their actions when the Rezident (David Vadim) doubts their commitment to the cause, and Natalie (Margarita Levieva) learns just how lethal Black Dagger will be if they don't stop it. Also starring Morgan Spector (Victor Dobrynin), Kenneth Choi (Sam Luttrell) and Alex Peters (Sarah O'Connor). Guest starring Floriana Lima (Michelle Prado), Robert John Burke (Special Agent Brock), Fred Dalton Thompson (FBI Director) and Mayor Michael Nutter (as himself). Subscribe to tvpromosdb on YouTube for more Allegiance season 1 promos in HD!



Official website: http://www.nbc.com/allegiance

Official Facebook Page: https://www.facebook.com/NBCAllegiance/

Official Twitter Page: https://twitter.com/NBCAllegiance/



Allegiance 1x04 Promo/Preview "Chasing Ghosts"

Allegiance Season 1 Episode 4 Promo

Allegiance 1x04 Promo "Chasing Ghosts" (HD)
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TV Guide
Choose per series where you want be kept informed of. For instance new episodes or start of a new season.


Discover series

Looking for new series? There must be one among the more than 21.300 series. And otherwise the community of 503.000 members can assist you.


Everything about TV-series
We have all the information about your favorite TV series. From the latest news or reviews till a list of the episodes.
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